
Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

12-Jul 11:30 AM EUR German WPI m/m

It's a leading indicator of consumer inflation - when wholesalers

charge more for goods and services the higher costs are usually

passed on to the consumer

0.90% 1.70%

12-Jul All Day EUR Eurogroup Meetings

The Eurogroup coordinates economic policies of the 19 euro area

member states, and their initiatives and decisions can have a

widespread effect on the Eurozone's economic health

0.00% 0.00%

12-Jul 7:00 PM USD FOMC Member Williams Speaks

Federal Reserve FOMC members vote on where to set the nation's key

interest rates and their public engagements are often used to drop

subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0.00% 0.00%

12-Jul 10:31 PM USD 10-y Bond Auction

Yields are set by bond market investors, and therefore they can be

used to decipher investors' outlook on future interest rates. The bid-to-

cover ratio represents bond market liquidity and demand, which can

be used to gauge investor confidence

0 1.50|2.6

13-Jul 11:30 AM EUR German Final CPI m/m Change in the price of goods and services purchased by consumers 0.40% 0.40%

13-Jul 12:15 PM EUR French Final CPI m/m Change in the price of goods and services purchased by consumers 0.20% 0.20%

13-Jul All Day EUR ECOFIN Meetings

ECOFIN is the Eurozone's broadest financial decision making body. The 

council coordinates economic policies of the 28 member states, and

their initiatives and decisions can have a widespread effect on the

Eurozone's economic health

0.00% 0
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Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

13-Jul 3:30 PM USD NFIB Small Business Index Level of a composite index based on surveyed small businesses 99.5 99.6

13-Jul 6:00 PM USD CPI m/m

Consumer prices account for a majority of overall inflation. Inflation is

important to currency valuation because rising prices lead the central

bank to raise interest rates out of respect for their inflation

containment mandate

0.50% 0.60%

13-Jul 6:00 PM USD Core CPI m/m

Consumer prices account for a majority of overall inflation. Inflation is

important to currency valuation because rising prices lead the central

bank to raise interest rates out of respect for their inflation

containment mandate

0.40% 0.70%

13-Jul 9:30 PM USD FOMC Member Bostic Speaks

Federal Reserve FOMC members vote on where to set the nation's key

interest rates and their public engagements are often used to drop

subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0.00% 0.00%

13-Jul 10:31 PM USD 30-y Bond Auction

Yields are set by bond market investors, and therefore they can be

used to decipher investors' outlook on future interest rates. The bid-to-

cover ratio represents bond market liquidity and demand, which can

be used to gauge investor confidence

0.00% 2.17|2.3

13-Jul 11:30 PM USD Federal Budget Balance
Difference in value between the federal government's income and

spending during the previous month
0 -132.0B

14-Jul 12:01 AM USD FOMC Member Bostic Speaks

Federal Reserve FOMC members vote on where to set the nation's key

interest rates and their public engagements are often used to drop

subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0 0

14-Jul All Day EUR French Bank Holiday

Banks facilitate the majority of foreign exchange volume. When they

are closed the market is less liquid and speculators become a more

dominant market influence. This can lead to both abnormally low and

abnormally high volatility

0.00% 0.00%



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

14-Jul 2:30 PM EUR Industrial Production m/m

It's a leading indicator of economic health - production reacts quickly

to ups and downs in the business cycle and is correlated with

consumer conditions such as employment levels and earnings

0.20% 0.80%

14-Jul Tentative EUR German 10-y Bond Auction

Yields are set by bond market investors, and therefore they can be

used to decipher investors' outlook on future interest rates. The bid-to-

cover ratio represents bond market liquidity and demand, which can

be used to gauge investor confidence

0 -0.19|1.3

14-Jul 6:00 PM USD PPI m/m

It's a leading indicator of consumer inflation - when producers charge

more for goods and services the higher costs are usually passed on to

the consumer

0.60% 0.80%

14-Jul 6:00 PM USD Core PPI m/m
Change in the price of finished goods and services sold by producers,

excluding food and energy
0.40% 0.70%

14-Jul 8:00 PM USD Crude Oil Inventories

It's the primary gauge of supply and demand imbalances in the

market, which can lead to changes in production levels and price

volatility

0 -6.9M

14-Jul 9:30 PM USD Fed Chair Powell Testifies

As head of the central bank, which controls short term interest rates,

he has more influence over the nation's currency value than any other

person. Traders scrutinize his public engagements as they are often

used to drop subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0 0

14-Jul 11:30 PM USD Beige Book 0.00% 0 0

15-Jul Tentative EUR Spanish 10-y Bond Auction

Yields are set by bond market investors, and therefore they can be

used to decipher investors' outlook on future interest rates. The bid-to-

cover ratio represents bond market liquidity and demand, which can

be used to gauge investor confidence

0 0.60|1.8



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

15-Jul 6:00 PM USD Philly Fed Manufacturing Index

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and changes in their sentiment can be an early

signal of future economic activity such as spending, hiring, and

investment

27.8 30.7

15-Jul 6:00 PM USD Unemployment Claims

Although it's generally viewed as a lagging indicator, the number of

unemployed people is an important signal of overall economic health

because consumer spending is highly correlated with labor-market

conditions. Unemployment is also a major consideration for those

steering the country's monetary policy

350K 373K

15-Jul 6:00 PM USD Empire State Manufacturing Index

It's a leading indicator of economic health - businesses react quickly to

market conditions, and changes in their sentiment can be an early

signal of future economic activity such as spending, hiring, and

investment

19.2 17.4

15-Jul 6:00 PM USD Import Prices m/m
It contributes to inflation for businesses and consumers, especially

those who rely heavily on imported goods and services
1.10% 1.10%

15-Jul 6:45 PM USD Industrial Production m/m

It's a leading indicator of economic health - production reacts quickly

to ups and downs in the business cycle and is correlated with

consumer conditions such as employment levels and earnings

0.60% 0.80%

15-Jul 6:45 PM USD Capacity Utilization Rate

It's a leading indicator of consumer inflation - when producers are

nearing full capacity they respond by raising prices, and the higher

costs are usually passed on to the consumer

75.70% 75.20%

15-Jul 7:00 PM USD Fed Chair Powell Testifies

As head of the central bank, which controls short term interest rates,

he has more influence over the nation's currency value than any other

person. Traders scrutinize his public engagements as they are often

used to drop subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0 0

15-Jul 8:00 PM USD Natural Gas Storage
Change in the number of cubic feet of natural gas held in underground

storage during the past week
0.00% 16B



Date Time Country Economic Data Measures Forecast Previous

15-Jul 8:30 PM USD FOMC Member Evans Speaks

Federal Reserve FOMC members vote on where to set the nation's key

interest rates and their public engagements are often used to drop

subtle clues regarding future monetary policy

0 0

16-Jul 1:30 PM EUR Italian Trade Balance
Difference in value between imported and exported goods and services

during the reported month
0.00% 5.87B

16-Jul 2:30 PM EUR Final CPI y/y

Consumer prices account for a majority of overall inflation. Inflation is

important to currency valuation because rising prices lead the central

bank to raise interest rates out of respect for their inflation

containment mandate

1.90% 1.90%

16-Jul 2:30 PM EUR Trade Balance
Difference in value between imported and exported goods and services

during the reported month
8.2B 9.4B

16-Jul 6:00 PM USD Core Retail Sales m/m
Change in the total value of sales at the retail level, excluding

automobiles
0.40% -0.70%

16-Jul 6:00 PM USD Retail Sales m/m
It's the primary gauge of consumer spending, which accounts for the

majority of overall economic activity
-0.50% -1.30%

16-Jul 7:30 PM USD Prelim UoM Consumer Sentiment
Financial confidence is a leading indicator of consumer spending,

which accounts for a majority of overall economic activity
86.5 85.5

16-Jul 7:30 PM USD Business Inventories m/m
It's a signal of future business spending because companies are more

likely to purchase goods once they have depleted inventories
0.40% -0.20%

16-Jul 7:30 PM USD Prelim UoM Inflation Expectations

Expectations of future inflation can manifest into real inflation,

primarily because workers tend to push for higher wages when they

believe prices will rise

0 4.20%



New orders for U.S. manufactured goods showed a significant increase in the month of May, according to a report released by the Commerce Department on Friday. The

Commerce Department said factory orders surged up by 1.7 percent in May after edging down by a revised 0.1 percent in April. The notable increase in factory orders came

as orders for durable goods shot up by 2.3 percent, while orders for non-durable goods climbed by 1.0 percent. The report also showed shipments of manufactured goods

advanced by 0.7 percent in May after edging up by 0.2 percent in April. Inventories of manufactured goods also increased by 0.9 percent in May after rising by 0.5 percent in

the previous month.

The UK economy is set to grow at a slower pace in the third quarter, the think tank NIESR said. "With catch-up potential still evident in hospitality, transport, business

support and the arts, we forecast growth of 1.9 per cent in the third quarter, still notably above historical trend growth rates," the NIESR said in its latest monthly GDP

tracker report. The institute had predicted 4.8 percent growth for the second quarter and 0.9 percent for June. In May, output grew 0.8 percent monthly, which NIESR said

was disappointing with little sign of momentum in either April or May outside the sectors which grew due to the lifting of Covid-19 restrictions.

China's consumer price inflation eased in June on falling food prices and factory gate price growth slowed, driven by the leveling off in global commodity prices, data from

the National Bureau of Statistics showed on Friday. Consumer prices rose 1.1 percent year-on-year in June, slower than the 1.3 percent increase seen in May. The rate was

forecast to remain unchanged at 1.3 percent. Core inflation that excludes food and energy prices, held steady at 0.9 percent in June. Food prices declined 1.7 percent due to

a 36.5 percent fall in pork prices. Meanwhile, non-food prices advanced about 1.7 percent in June. People's Bank of China Governor Yi Gang, said last month that consumer

price inflation is likely to remain below 2 percent in 2021, which is below the government's target of around 3 percent.

KEY DEVELOPMENTS – INTERNATIONAL

China's central bank cut its reserve requirement ratio for major commercial banks in order to increase the fund available for lending and support economic growth. The

People's Bank of China said on Friday that it will cut the reserve requirement ratio by 0.5 percentage points, with effect from July 15. The bank had last reduced the RRR for

major banks in March 2020. The latest measure will release CNY 1 trillion of liquidity into the system, the central bank said. The near-term economic implications of the RRR

cut are likely to be small. In June, Chinese banks extended CNY 2.12 trillion loans, which was above the expected level of CNY 1.8 trillion and May's CNY 1.5 trillion. The

broad M2 money supply increased 8.6 percent annually in June compared to the expected rate of 8.2 percent.

With officials still seeing risks to the economic outlook, the minutes of the Federal Reserve's latest monetary policy meeting suggest the central bank will not be in a hurry to

begin scaling back its asset purchase program. The Fed has repeatedly said it plans to continue to its asset purchases at a rate of at least $120 billion per month until

"substantial further progress" has been made toward its goals of maximum employment and price stability. The minutes of the June meeting reiterated Fed Chair Jerome

Powell's view that "substantial further progress" has not yet been met, although participants expected progress to continue. While various participants expect conditions for

beginning to reduce the pace of asset purchases to be met somewhat earlier than they had previously anticipated, others saw incoming data as providing a less clear signal

about the underlying economic momentum. 
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